“Google Project Fi:
The Start of Wireless Network Aggregation”*
Google Project Fi passes on the best connection from its wireless
operator partners to the user. The service includes T-Mobile, Sprint and
Wi-Fi networks today. This could lead to some amazing new wireless
services in the future. Will Apple follow suit?
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When my phone drops a call and I have to call back the person to whom I was talking, I
sometimes say that if someone could prevent calls from dropping, they could make a billion
dollars. While it may not be possible to prevent dropped calls from everywhere – especially in
rural areas – Google has come up with a novel idea to not only reduce the number of dropped
calls but also enable better data connection speeds everywhere.
How are they going to do this? Basically, Google is going to act as a ‘Super Carrier’ and
aggregate the individual carriers and available Wi-Fi to yield a single carrier delivery to the user.
Google has called this new program Google Project Fi as is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Google Project Fi architecture – uses the best connection among the partners yielding the best call
quality and best data speed for the user.

Fi provides the user with the best call quality and fastest data speed dictated by the best
signal that Google’s Project Fi can find among the aggregate of the individual signals.
Right now, Project Fi is available only on Google’s Nexus phones. It will not run on phones
made from Android partners such as Samsung or LG, although there’s no technical reason they
couldn’t be included at some point in the future.
Yes, you do have to change out your Android phone’s SIM card, and no, this will not work
on your iPhone or other Android phones (for now anyway).
It’s interesting that Google recently expanded Project Fi for (data only) tablets. The dataonly SIM card for Project Fi will work on five tablets: Google Nexus 7, Nexus 9, Apple iPad Air 2,
iPad Mini 4 and Samsung Galaxy Tab S. Apple's iPads and the Samsung Galaxy Tab S are the first
non-Google devices to be able to use the service.
I doubt that Apple will enable Project Fi to run on the iPhone. It would take some software
changes to iOS. Instead, I would expect that if Apple wanted to do a carrier aggregation service,
it would offer it to their own costumers and not to outsiders.
The cost for Project Fi is $20 per month plus $10 per GB used. You can see that Google is
operating as the carrier and hold the primary relationship with the Google Project Fi customer.
I can imagine where aggregation services might go in the future. There could be pooled
minutes. But, more interesting, would be the ability to aggregate bandwidth on-demand so
that users could request a TV show or movie and the network would intelligently determine
how best to get the bandwidth needed to download the movie or TV show.

And, once we approach 5G where it will be common to experience 100MB/sec, aggregation
might be so common that you never really know which one of the operators is supplying the
bandwidth. Companies like Google and Comcast will be primary operators on par with the
traditional operators.

* Republished with permission by AOTMP.
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